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Free download Christian apologetics norman l geisler
(2023)
world famous apologist norman geisler offers a new edition of his bestselling apologetics text which has sold
consistently for over thirty years over 125 000 copies sold this edition has been updated throughout and includes
three new chapters it offers readers a systematic approach that presents both the reasons and the methods for
defending the claims of christianity topics covered include deism theism christ s authority and the inspiration of
the bible readers will find a new way of looking at the message and miracles of christ and will be revived by
christ s caring approach to dealing with doubters the big book of christian apologetics is a comprehensive
resource designed to equip motivated believers with information to help defend and explain their faith examining
nearly every key issue person and concept related to christian apologetics this book clarifies difficult biblical
passages clearly explains various philosophical systems and concepts examines contemporary issues and challenges
and offers classic apologetic arguments all with the aim of giving readers the background to intelligently and
persuasively talk about their christian faith with skeptics an expertly abridged version of the baker encyclopedia
on christian apologetics this resource brings leading apologist norman l geisler s seminal work to the masses this
book is an important part of the historical record of dr norman l geisler it displays geisler s intellectual gifts
and devotion to the lordship of christ in his defense of christianity and classic evangelicalism this book written
by one of geisler s long time and trusted assistants will be of importance to those who want a first hand
interpretation of geisler and the significance of geisler s method for present day evangelicalism it provides a
clear assessment of the impact of geisler s embrace of classical realism classical theism the doctrine of
inerrancy in the context of twentieth century evangelical theology while providing a way forward to apply geisler
s method in the twenty first century finally the expertise of leading scholars and apologists of today are
collected into one resource each contributor provides a helpful bibliography for additional readings chapters are
arranged in a logical argumentative order to aid in breaking down intellectual obstacles of faith understanding
the new testament is a daunting but exciting task our world is so different from that of the first century yet it
is important to understand the context and content of the new testament if we are to be faithful followers now in
paper this survey addresses the who what where when why and how questions that readers of the bible may have such
as how can we tell if what is written in the new testament is true history or just mythology when were these books
written and why and what can today s believers get out of letters addressed to people who lived two millennia ago
written in an easy informal style this survey is accessible and enjoyable to anyone who wants to better understand
the new testament this comprehensive reference volume covers every key issue person and concept related to
christian apologetics from anselm to zen when skeptics ask tough questions believers can turn to this helpful user
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friendly guide for thoughtful up to date answers readers will also learn to identify and respond to the misuse of
scripture by nonbelievers and help detractors see the fullness beauty and truth of christianity jesus said i am
the way the truth and the life no one comes to the father except through me john 14 6 many people have difficulty
accepting this claim because it seems so narrow after all there are many claimants to truth in the current
marketplace of ideas indeed christ does not call on us to make a leap of faith in the dark but to take a step of
faith in the light in the light of the evidence so it is necessary for a truth seeker to demand reasonable
evidence before he or she makes a firm or final decision we encourage everyone to look carefully and with an open
mind at the premises that we use to conclude that jesus christ is the way the truth life and the only way to god
the father we set our evidence forth in twelve chapters which build logically upon one another chapter one
provides a firm foundation upon which chapter two and the subsequent chapters build upon the conclusion of each
chapter serves as a premise for the chapter s that succeeds it we begin our quest for truth on the ground level
with an examination of whether there is such a thing as truth and then move step by step chapter by chapter to see
whether christianity is true and the gospel of christ is the only way of salvation as it claims to be christians
more than ever need a basic introduction to bible doctrine that is systematic and true to scripture this book is a
popular introduction to the study of bible doctrine firmly in the evangelical tradition each chapter covers a
biblical doctrine stresses its doctrinal importance and inter connectedness to formulating a christian worldview
the study questions provided help reinforce the material and make it usable even for a formal study of bible
doctrine it is ideal for personal study and in groups for the home church school or ministry environment the world
of the old testament can seem hard to understand especially for people living in times and places so far removed
from the ancient middle east it s not just that we wear different clothes and hold different jobs people in the
west just don t have the same history the same culture or the same way of thinking as old testament characters
like abraham and david and this disconnect can make studying the old testament an arduous and confusing process a
popular survey of the old testament is designed to help regular christians enrich their understanding of old
testament people and events illustrated throughout with color photos charts and maps and written in an easy
informal style this survey is accessible and enjoyable to christians of all backgrounds is there any basis in
reality for a religious experience is there any basis in reason for belief in god is it even possible to speak
meaningfully of a transcendent being and how does one account for evil the authors answer these questions
representing the four most important issues in the philosophy of religion in a comprehensive way and Òform the
perspective of classical theism Ó they support this position with in depth argumentation taking into account both
classical and contemporary writers with its well outlined text philosophy of religion is Òuser friendly Ó an
introduction chapter summaries a glossary indexes and bibliography contribute to this end in this second edition
the authors have not only updated the text and bibliography but also refined some of the arguments Òscaled down
and evened outÓ the vocabulary and added several pedagogical aids the first edition written by norman l geisler
alone appeared in 1974 from the earliest days of the church christians have struggled with questions related to
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unity and the handling of doctrinal differences in this book you ll find clear guidance from scripture about the
doctrines on which it s essential for christians to agree and the doctrines on which believers can graciously
agree to disagree this landmark resource will equip you to take an uncompromising stand on the essentials of the
faith while promoting love and unity among true believers book jacket many books have successfully defended
christianity against western rational skepticism apologetics in the new age represents the first serious attempt
by evangelical philosophers to answer eastern pantheism in general and the new age movement in particular teaming
up with david clark norman geisler one of evangelicalism s leading apologists probes the pantheistic worldview and
its relationship to the new age movement pantheism the authors write constitutes the soil in which the movement
grows the notion that every person participates in the divine has found fertile expression in contemporary
american culture the american consciousness of the eastern alternative has risen rapidly in the last few decades
the authors remind us christian apologists have been caught unaware for this reason we believe that christian
apologists must turn their attention in a new direction by developing new arguments for this new age dr norman l
geisler has been called the father of evangelical christian philosophy he has written more than one hundred books
and taught at universities and top seminaries for some fifty six years he was the first president of the
evangelical philosophical society and the founder and first president of the international society of christian
apologetics he has spoken or debated in more than two dozen countries and held pastoral pulpit ministries in four
states many view him as a cross between thomas aquinas and billy graham no one has done more to communicate the
modern challenges of the faith to the average christian to the church and to the academy this volume offers
creative and constructive essays from twenty three contributors all notable in their own right who preserve and
propagate dr geisler s ideas and express appreciation for his influence those who know him best say he is true
faithful and blessed by god according to the authors the doctrine of inerrancy has been standard accepted teaching
for more than 1 000 years in 1978 the famous chicago statement on inerrancy was adopted by the evangelical
theological society and for decades it has been the accepted conservative evangelical doctrine of the scriptures
however in recent years some prominent evangelical authors have challenged this statement in their writings now
eminent apologist and bestselling author norman l geisler who was one of the original drafters of the chicago
statement and his coauthor william c roach present a defense of the traditional understanding of inerrancy for a
new generation of christians who are being assaulted with challenges to the nature of god truth and language
pastors students and armchair theologians will appreciate this clear reasoned response to the current crisis in
the quest for the truth you need to know what you believe and why you believe it who made god offers accessible
answers to over 100 commonly asked apologetic questions bringing together the best in evangelical apologists this
guide is standard equipment for christians who want to understand and talk about their faith intelligently part
one answers tough questions about the christian faith such as who made god how can there be three persons in one
god what is god s ultimate purpose in allowing evil where did the universe come from how long are the days of
creation in genesis did jesus rise from the dead are the records of jesus life reliable does the bible have errors
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in it part two answers tough questions about other faiths including islam mormonism hinduism transcendental
meditation yoga reincarnation buddhism and black islam relevant stories questions for reflection and discussion
and a comprehensive list of suggested resources help you dig deeper so you can be prepared to give careful answers
that explain the reasons for your faith the authors of this weighty survey of christian thought cover a wide range
of topics important to twenty first century christians from the life of jesus christ to the ethics of biomedicine
original a ministry resource for motivating all christians to become thoughtful apologists of their faith although
apologetics is as crucial today as it has ever been the classical model for defending the faith often seems
irrelevant to the 21st century where people listen with their eyes and think with their emotions is your church
ready presents a team of highly qualified christian thinkers including ravi zacharias john guest jay budziszewski
judy salisbury dean halverson and peter grant who build a case for the place of apologetics in the local church
home and school using personal examples and illustrations they address how to answer objections to christianity
how to equip children in the home and prepare youth to remain committed to christ after they leave for college how
to reach international students and the foreign born included are discussion questions and a church leaders
resource guide to the best books articles organizations and websites on the subject a trusted apologist provides a
fresh balanced approach to understanding how a loving god can preside over a world filled with evil and suffering
cults like mormonism jehovah s witnesses and the new age movement are ensnaring people by the millions why do so
many flock to these perversions of christianity and how can we reason with them to help them see that jesus is the
only way to eternal life correcting the cults is designed to help the reader do just that after a thorough
introduction on understanding the nature and characteristics of cults the authors take the reader through the
bible examining scripture passages that cult adherents traditionally misinterpret to support and validate their
own doctrines this comprehensive accessible and intelligent resource is an important tool for pastors students and
anyone who knows a cult member or someone considering a cult what is the origin of the bible to what extent is it
inspired does inspiration preclude the possibility of error these and other questions about the bible are
considered in the author s presentation of both the bible s statements about itself and the thoughts of various
theologians throughout the history of the church dr geisler presents this material with a minimum of editorial
comment encouraging the reader to decide for himself chapter titles are the bible s view of the bible the early
fathers view of the bible the medieval fathers view of the bible the reformers view of the bible the orthodox view
of the bible the liberal view of the bible a fundamentalist view of the bible the neoorthodox view of the bible
the liberal evangelical view of the bible the neoevangelical view of the bible trusted theologian presents a case
for christian faith in easy to understand language seminary professor and bestselling author teams with a seminary
trained apologist and teacher to give readers basic solid evidence for the christian faith this book is ideal for
both teens and adults lay leaders and teachers as well as students will be equipped to explain the basics of
christianity to unbelievers and new believers the accessible and topically organized book is easy to understand
and use norman l geisler reintroduces evangelicals to the man they forgot Ó clarifying aquinas teachings about the
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nature of god scripture faith reason and other key issues of apologetics and ethics aquinas the author argues is a
more articulate defender of the faith than anyone in our midst Ó roman catholic aquinas scholar robert n campbell
observes that geisler makes a good case for his message that the writings of aquinas can be of great value to
today s protestant and roman catholic philosophers and theologians Ó the book gives an understandable presentation
of many of aquinas major contributions and shows how they are relevant at times even crucial to contemporary
discussion Ó adds winfried corduan of taylor university in the process geisler strikes a credible blow against the
current unfounded prejudice toward st thomas in evangelical thought Ó now with a new chapter on why i am not a
muslim by an ex muslim why i am a christian is an even more helpful resource in our global times answering tough
questions at work about christ and christianity is intimidating these easy to access and simple to share
apologetics are made for those who seek to express or defend their faith in the workplace a sophisticated yet
accessible introductory guide to an articulate and well informed defense of the christian faith apologetic guide
compares the major tenets of islam with christianity this accessible volume offers readers clear and concise
answers to alleged major bible difficulties from genesis to revelation staunchly defending the authority and
inspiration of scripture written in a problem solution format the book covers dozens of questions old and new that
critics and doubters raise about the bible multipurpose in scope and user friendly in format in many ways making
sense of bible difficulties offers the resources of five books in one a critical commentary on the whole bible an
apologetics text a bible difficulties reference a theology manual treating important doctrines a handbook on
verses misused by cults most critiques of atheism focus on refuting head on the claims of atheists instead this
unique book faithfully represents what atheists say they believe and stands back to watch as the natural
inconsistencies in that worldview inevitably rise to the surface norman l geisler the apologetic giant of our time
is joined by daniel j mccoy highlighting two inconsistencies in particular first they examine the atheist s
assertion that god cannot exist because there is evil in the world and that if god truly existed he would
intervene these same people then turn around and say any intervention on god s part would impose upon human
autonomy and thus would be unjust second these very interventions that would be considered immoral if imposed upon
the earth by god are lauded when they stem instead from some human institution or authority geisler and mccoy
highlight this kind of doublethink step by step showing readers how to identify such inconsistencies in atheistic
arguments and refute them or rather show atheists how they refute themselves a clear biblical perspective on
pressing issues such as abortion euthanasia divorce and others well organized presentations of most of the
significant philosophical positions make this book an excellent reference tool this comprehensive volume offers
clear and concise answers to every major bible difficulty staunchly defending the authority and inspiration of
scripture i don t have enough faith to be an atheist argues that christianity requires the least faith of all
worldviews because it is the most reasonable the authors lay out the evidence for truth god and the bible in
logical order and in a readable non technical engaging style a valuable aid to those interested in examining the
reasonableness of the christian faith geisler and turek provide a firm challenge to the the prior beliefs of
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doubters and skeptics the roman catholic church claims to be the only true church since all other catholic
doctrines are based on this claim the whole of the roman system stands or falls on it this book provides a
critical analysis of this claim using the best primary and secondary catholic sources on the subject learn to
identify and respond to the misuse and misinterpretation of scripture by cults an introduction to the bible s
origin history and development and including charts photographs and indices and addressing inspiration canonicity
major manuscripts and recent discoveries textual criticism greek and latin translations and modern english
translations source inconnue
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Christian Apologetics 2013-05-15 world famous apologist norman geisler offers a new edition of his bestselling
apologetics text which has sold consistently for over thirty years over 125 000 copies sold this edition has been
updated throughout and includes three new chapters it offers readers a systematic approach that presents both the
reasons and the methods for defending the claims of christianity topics covered include deism theism christ s
authority and the inspiration of the bible
The Apologetics of Jesus 2008-12 readers will find a new way of looking at the message and miracles of christ and
will be revived by christ s caring approach to dealing with doubters
The Big Book of Christian Apologetics 2012-11-01 the big book of christian apologetics is a comprehensive resource
designed to equip motivated believers with information to help defend and explain their faith examining nearly
every key issue person and concept related to christian apologetics this book clarifies difficult biblical
passages clearly explains various philosophical systems and concepts examines contemporary issues and challenges
and offers classic apologetic arguments all with the aim of giving readers the background to intelligently and
persuasively talk about their christian faith with skeptics an expertly abridged version of the baker encyclopedia
on christian apologetics this resource brings leading apologist norman l geisler s seminal work to the masses
DEFENDING EVANGELICALISM 2020-11-15 this book is an important part of the historical record of dr norman l geisler
it displays geisler s intellectual gifts and devotion to the lordship of christ in his defense of christianity and
classic evangelicalism this book written by one of geisler s long time and trusted assistants will be of
importance to those who want a first hand interpretation of geisler and the significance of geisler s method for
present day evangelicalism it provides a clear assessment of the impact of geisler s embrace of classical realism
classical theism the doctrine of inerrancy in the context of twentieth century evangelical theology while
providing a way forward to apply geisler s method in the twenty first century
Why I Am a Christian 2001 finally the expertise of leading scholars and apologists of today are collected into one
resource each contributor provides a helpful bibliography for additional readings chapters are arranged in a
logical argumentative order to aid in breaking down intellectual obstacles of faith
A Popular Survey of the New Testament 2014-09-09 understanding the new testament is a daunting but exciting task
our world is so different from that of the first century yet it is important to understand the context and content
of the new testament if we are to be faithful followers now in paper this survey addresses the who what where when
why and how questions that readers of the bible may have such as how can we tell if what is written in the new
testament is true history or just mythology when were these books written and why and what can today s believers
get out of letters addressed to people who lived two millennia ago written in an easy informal style this survey
is accessible and enjoyable to anyone who wants to better understand the new testament
Baker Encyclopedia of Christian Apologetics 1998-11-01 this comprehensive reference volume covers every key issue
person and concept related to christian apologetics from anselm to zen
When Skeptics Ask 2013-03-15 when skeptics ask tough questions believers can turn to this helpful user friendly
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guide for thoughtful up to date answers readers will also learn to identify and respond to the misuse of scripture
by nonbelievers and help detractors see the fullness beauty and truth of christianity
Twelve Points That Show Christianity Is True 2016-03-25 jesus said i am the way the truth and the life no one
comes to the father except through me john 14 6 many people have difficulty accepting this claim because it seems
so narrow after all there are many claimants to truth in the current marketplace of ideas indeed christ does not
call on us to make a leap of faith in the dark but to take a step of faith in the light in the light of the
evidence so it is necessary for a truth seeker to demand reasonable evidence before he or she makes a firm or
final decision we encourage everyone to look carefully and with an open mind at the premises that we use to
conclude that jesus christ is the way the truth life and the only way to god the father we set our evidence forth
in twelve chapters which build logically upon one another chapter one provides a firm foundation upon which
chapter two and the subsequent chapters build upon the conclusion of each chapter serves as a premise for the
chapter s that succeeds it we begin our quest for truth on the ground level with an examination of whether there
is such a thing as truth and then move step by step chapter by chapter to see whether christianity is true and the
gospel of christ is the only way of salvation as it claims to be
A Popular Survey of Bible Doctrine 2016-01-06 christians more than ever need a basic introduction to bible
doctrine that is systematic and true to scripture this book is a popular introduction to the study of bible
doctrine firmly in the evangelical tradition each chapter covers a biblical doctrine stresses its doctrinal
importance and inter connectedness to formulating a christian worldview the study questions provided help
reinforce the material and make it usable even for a formal study of bible doctrine it is ideal for personal study
and in groups for the home church school or ministry environment
Defending Evangelicalism 2021-04-17 the world of the old testament can seem hard to understand especially for
people living in times and places so far removed from the ancient middle east it s not just that we wear different
clothes and hold different jobs people in the west just don t have the same history the same culture or the same
way of thinking as old testament characters like abraham and david and this disconnect can make studying the old
testament an arduous and confusing process a popular survey of the old testament is designed to help regular
christians enrich their understanding of old testament people and events illustrated throughout with color photos
charts and maps and written in an easy informal style this survey is accessible and enjoyable to christians of all
backgrounds
Popular Survey of the Old Testament, A 2007-09-01 is there any basis in reality for a religious experience is
there any basis in reason for belief in god is it even possible to speak meaningfully of a transcendent being and
how does one account for evil the authors answer these questions representing the four most important issues in
the philosophy of religion in a comprehensive way and Òform the perspective of classical theism Ó they support
this position with in depth argumentation taking into account both classical and contemporary writers with its
well outlined text philosophy of religion is Òuser friendly Ó an introduction chapter summaries a glossary indexes
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and bibliography contribute to this end in this second edition the authors have not only updated the text and
bibliography but also refined some of the arguments Òscaled down and evened outÓ the vocabulary and added several
pedagogical aids the first edition written by norman l geisler alone appeared in 1974
Philosophy of Religion 2003-01-15 from the earliest days of the church christians have struggled with questions
related to unity and the handling of doctrinal differences in this book you ll find clear guidance from scripture
about the doctrines on which it s essential for christians to agree and the doctrines on which believers can
graciously agree to disagree this landmark resource will equip you to take an uncompromising stand on the
essentials of the faith while promoting love and unity among true believers book jacket
Conviction Without Compromise 2008 many books have successfully defended christianity against western rational
skepticism apologetics in the new age represents the first serious attempt by evangelical philosophers to answer
eastern pantheism in general and the new age movement in particular teaming up with david clark norman geisler one
of evangelicalism s leading apologists probes the pantheistic worldview and its relationship to the new age
movement pantheism the authors write constitutes the soil in which the movement grows the notion that every person
participates in the divine has found fertile expression in contemporary american culture the american
consciousness of the eastern alternative has risen rapidly in the last few decades the authors remind us christian
apologists have been caught unaware for this reason we believe that christian apologists must turn their attention
in a new direction by developing new arguments for this new age
Apologetics in the New Age 2004-06-21 dr norman l geisler has been called the father of evangelical christian
philosophy he has written more than one hundred books and taught at universities and top seminaries for some fifty
six years he was the first president of the evangelical philosophical society and the founder and first president
of the international society of christian apologetics he has spoken or debated in more than two dozen countries
and held pastoral pulpit ministries in four states many view him as a cross between thomas aquinas and billy
graham no one has done more to communicate the modern challenges of the faith to the average christian to the
church and to the academy this volume offers creative and constructive essays from twenty three contributors all
notable in their own right who preserve and propagate dr geisler s ideas and express appreciation for his
influence those who know him best say he is true faithful and blessed by god
I Am Put Here for the Defense of the Gospel 2016-04-19 according to the authors the doctrine of inerrancy has been
standard accepted teaching for more than 1 000 years in 1978 the famous chicago statement on inerrancy was adopted
by the evangelical theological society and for decades it has been the accepted conservative evangelical doctrine
of the scriptures however in recent years some prominent evangelical authors have challenged this statement in
their writings now eminent apologist and bestselling author norman l geisler who was one of the original drafters
of the chicago statement and his coauthor william c roach present a defense of the traditional understanding of
inerrancy for a new generation of christians who are being assaulted with challenges to the nature of god truth
and language pastors students and armchair theologians will appreciate this clear reasoned response to the current
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crisis
Defending Inerrancy 2012-01-01 in the quest for the truth you need to know what you believe and why you believe it
who made god offers accessible answers to over 100 commonly asked apologetic questions bringing together the best
in evangelical apologists this guide is standard equipment for christians who want to understand and talk about
their faith intelligently part one answers tough questions about the christian faith such as who made god how can
there be three persons in one god what is god s ultimate purpose in allowing evil where did the universe come from
how long are the days of creation in genesis did jesus rise from the dead are the records of jesus life reliable
does the bible have errors in it part two answers tough questions about other faiths including islam mormonism
hinduism transcendental meditation yoga reincarnation buddhism and black islam relevant stories questions for
reflection and discussion and a comprehensive list of suggested resources help you dig deeper so you can be
prepared to give careful answers that explain the reasons for your faith
Who Made God? 2009-05-26 the authors of this weighty survey of christian thought cover a wide range of topics
important to twenty first century christians from the life of jesus christ to the ethics of biomedicine original
Unshakable Foundations 2000-08 a ministry resource for motivating all christians to become thoughtful apologists
of their faith although apologetics is as crucial today as it has ever been the classical model for defending the
faith often seems irrelevant to the 21st century where people listen with their eyes and think with their emotions
is your church ready presents a team of highly qualified christian thinkers including ravi zacharias john guest
jay budziszewski judy salisbury dean halverson and peter grant who build a case for the place of apologetics in
the local church home and school using personal examples and illustrations they address how to answer objections
to christianity how to equip children in the home and prepare youth to remain committed to christ after they leave
for college how to reach international students and the foreign born included are discussion questions and a
church leaders resource guide to the best books articles organizations and websites on the subject
Is Your Church Ready? 2010-08-03 a trusted apologist provides a fresh balanced approach to understanding how a
loving god can preside over a world filled with evil and suffering
If God, Why Evil? 2011-02 cults like mormonism jehovah s witnesses and the new age movement are ensnaring people
by the millions why do so many flock to these perversions of christianity and how can we reason with them to help
them see that jesus is the only way to eternal life correcting the cults is designed to help the reader do just
that after a thorough introduction on understanding the nature and characteristics of cults the authors take the
reader through the bible examining scripture passages that cult adherents traditionally misinterpret to support
and validate their own doctrines this comprehensive accessible and intelligent resource is an important tool for
pastors students and anyone who knows a cult member or someone considering a cult
Correcting the Cults 2005-03-01 what is the origin of the bible to what extent is it inspired does inspiration
preclude the possibility of error these and other questions about the bible are considered in the author s
presentation of both the bible s statements about itself and the thoughts of various theologians throughout the
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history of the church dr geisler presents this material with a minimum of editorial comment encouraging the reader
to decide for himself chapter titles are the bible s view of the bible the early fathers view of the bible the
medieval fathers view of the bible the reformers view of the bible the orthodox view of the bible the liberal view
of the bible a fundamentalist view of the bible the neoorthodox view of the bible the liberal evangelical view of
the bible the neoevangelical view of the bible
Decide for Yourself 2004-08-04 trusted theologian presents a case for christian faith in easy to understand
language seminary professor and bestselling author teams with a seminary trained apologist and teacher to give
readers basic solid evidence for the christian faith this book is ideal for both teens and adults lay leaders and
teachers as well as students will be equipped to explain the basics of christianity to unbelievers and new
believers the accessible and topically organized book is easy to understand and use
Reasons for Belief 2013-02-15 norman l geisler reintroduces evangelicals to the man they forgot Ó clarifying
aquinas teachings about the nature of god scripture faith reason and other key issues of apologetics and ethics
aquinas the author argues is a more articulate defender of the faith than anyone in our midst Ó roman catholic
aquinas scholar robert n campbell observes that geisler makes a good case for his message that the writings of
aquinas can be of great value to today s protestant and roman catholic philosophers and theologians Ó the book
gives an understandable presentation of many of aquinas major contributions and shows how they are relevant at
times even crucial to contemporary discussion Ó adds winfried corduan of taylor university in the process geisler
strikes a credible blow against the current unfounded prejudice toward st thomas in evangelical thought Ó
Thomas Aquinas 2003-02-13 now with a new chapter on why i am not a muslim by an ex muslim why i am a christian is
an even more helpful resource in our global times
Why I Am a Christian 2006-12 answering tough questions at work about christ and christianity is intimidating these
easy to access and simple to share apologetics are made for those who seek to express or defend their faith in the
workplace
Bringing Your Faith to Work 2005 a sophisticated yet accessible introductory guide to an articulate and well
informed defense of the christian faith
Reasons for Our Hope 2011-10 apologetic guide compares the major tenets of islam with christianity
False Gods of Our Time 1985 this accessible volume offers readers clear and concise answers to alleged major bible
difficulties from genesis to revelation staunchly defending the authority and inspiration of scripture written in
a problem solution format the book covers dozens of questions old and new that critics and doubters raise about
the bible multipurpose in scope and user friendly in format in many ways making sense of bible difficulties offers
the resources of five books in one a critical commentary on the whole bible an apologetics text a bible
difficulties reference a theology manual treating important doctrines a handbook on verses misused by cults
Answering Islam 2002-08 most critiques of atheism focus on refuting head on the claims of atheists instead this
unique book faithfully represents what atheists say they believe and stands back to watch as the natural
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inconsistencies in that worldview inevitably rise to the surface norman l geisler the apologetic giant of our time
is joined by daniel j mccoy highlighting two inconsistencies in particular first they examine the atheist s
assertion that god cannot exist because there is evil in the world and that if god truly existed he would
intervene these same people then turn around and say any intervention on god s part would impose upon human
autonomy and thus would be unjust second these very interventions that would be considered immoral if imposed upon
the earth by god are lauded when they stem instead from some human institution or authority geisler and mccoy
highlight this kind of doublethink step by step showing readers how to identify such inconsistencies in atheistic
arguments and refute them or rather show atheists how they refute themselves
The Battle for the Resurrection 2004-06-21 a clear biblical perspective on pressing issues such as abortion
euthanasia divorce and others
Making Sense of Bible Difficulties 2009-10-01 well organized presentations of most of the significant
philosophical positions make this book an excellent reference tool
The Atheist's Fatal Flaw 2014-06-10 this comprehensive volume offers clear and concise answers to every major
bible difficulty staunchly defending the authority and inspiration of scripture
Christian Ethics 1989 i don t have enough faith to be an atheist argues that christianity requires the least faith
of all worldviews because it is the most reasonable the authors lay out the evidence for truth god and the bible
in logical order and in a readable non technical engaging style a valuable aid to those interested in examining
the reasonableness of the christian faith geisler and turek provide a firm challenge to the the prior beliefs of
doubters and skeptics
Introduction to Philosophy 1987-05-01 the roman catholic church claims to be the only true church since all other
catholic doctrines are based on this claim the whole of the roman system stands or falls on it this book provides
a critical analysis of this claim using the best primary and secondary catholic sources on the subject
When Critics Ask 1992 learn to identify and respond to the misuse and misinterpretation of scripture by cults
I Don't Have Enough Faith to be an Atheist 2007 an introduction to the bible s origin history and development and
including charts photographs and indices and addressing inspiration canonicity major manuscripts and recent
discoveries textual criticism greek and latin translations and modern english translations source inconnue
Is Rome the True Church? 2008
When Cultists Ask 1997
From God to Us 2012
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